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Abstract 
The passage mainly discusses the system design requirement of inter-cell interference elimination technology. It 
shows a distributing method of predefined frequency resource block based on encoding segmentation in order to 
support eliminating inter-cell interference of various wide-band services. In addition, it proposes a scheme which 
combines inter-cell interference coordination and interference elimination to adapt not only wide-band services but 
also maximize system frequency efficiency. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
The data provided by existing cellular mobile communication systems 3G system) is very different in 
the community center and the edge of the cell. It not only affects the entire capacity of the system, and 
also make users in different locations gain a great fluctuations of service quality. Therefore, currently, a 
new generation of broadband wireless communication systems which is under development, such as 
3GPPLTE, IEEE802.20, B3G, etc., become the main indicators to improve cell-edge performance as. 
This paper first introduces several typical cell edge technology currently being studied to improve cell-
edge performance. On this basis, it studies the issue of OFDM system design which is brought by cell 
interference cancellation technique and propose possible solutions. Finally, it propose a hybrid scheme 
combines inter-cell interference elimination and coordination 
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2. Inter-cell interference(ICI) problem 
Inter-cell interference (inter-cell interference, ICI) is a cellular mobile communication system inherent 
problems, the traditional solution is the use of frequency reuse, reuse factor of only a few specific options, 
such as 1,3,7 and so on. Reuse factor of 1 means that the neighboring cells use the same frequency 
resources, then very serious interference in the cell edge. Higher reuse factor (3 or 7) can effectively 
suppress ICI, but the spectral efficiency will be reduced to 1 / 3 or 1 / 7. 
3. Inter-cell Interference Suppression 
Currently working on ICI for OFDM systems, including interference suppression randomized, 
interference coordination, interference cancellation and macro diversity and so on. Interference does not 
reduce the interference of random energy, but can interfere with random into the "white noise", thus 
inhibiting the dangers of ICI, so-called "interference bleaching." Interference randomization methods 
include: scrambling, interleaving multiple access (IDMA) and frequency hopping. 
    Interference coordination, also known as "soft frequency reuse" or "part of the frequency reuse", 
IEEE802.20MBFDD/MBTDD on the use of this technology, LTE is also considering this approach. This 
method of frequency resources are divided into a number of multiplexed sets, Community Center users 
can use a lower power transmitter and receiver, even occupy the same frequency will not cause a strong 
ICI, so it is assigned in the complex with a coefficient of a reuse set; the cell edge users need to use higher 
power to send and receive, may cause strong ICI, so it is assigned in the frequency reuse factor of N 
multiplexed set. Shortcomings of this technology is the cell edge frequency resource is limited, it is 
difficult to support a large number of users and high data rate. 
ICI cancellation technology from multi-user detection techniques, can interfere with cell signal 
demodulation, decoding, and then copy from the district of ICI, subtract. The IDMA-based ICI 
cancellation technology, is produced by different pseudo-random interleaver interleaving pattern and 
assigned to a different area, different interleaving receiver de-interleaving pattern, you can target signal 
and interference signals are solved, then ICI eliminated. This technique and iterative receiver technology, 
can achieve significant performance gain. Coordination to eliminate ICI, compared with ICI advantage of 
the cell edge is not limited frequency resources, the cell edge spectral efficiency can be achieved and the 
total spectral efficiency of 1 to 1.     
Macro-diversity technology is based on soft switching, multiple cell transmit / receive signals to merge, 
resulting in diversity gain and improve the quality of the link. However, the use of macro diversity in the 
downlink technology will bring difficult to solve the "synchronization" and therefore does not apply to 
unicast services. Uplink macro diversity techniques without the use of "synchronization", but need a 
"central node" (such as UMTS system RNC) to receive the signals of multiple base stations to merge, and 
the future wireless mobile communication networks, "flat" and " decentralized "runs counter to the trend. 
    Other technologies, such as MIMO, smart antenna, part of the power control, etc., can also be used 
for ICI suppression. 
4. inter-cell interference cancellation system design 
ICI cancellation technology can significantly improve cell edge performance, but also will OFDM 
system design, such as resource block allocation, channel estimation, synchronization, signaling 
additional problems. This section will focus on the following line in OFDM systems, for example, of ICI 
cancellation system design issues. 
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4.1 resource block allocation 
In order to effectively demodulate, decode the signal interference area, requiring the cycle in each 
interference cancellation, the interference in a residential area and the overlapping spectral interference on 
the signal sent to each terminal must contain and only contain a complete channel coding the block. 
     Figure 1 includes three blocks of the distribution of resources. Case 1, the interference in a residential 
block and the encoding of a code block interference area just overlap, as shown in Figure 1 (a) shows, this 
time ICI interference cancellation can use a simple "dual-user detection" method. In the second case, 
interference in a residential block coding and interference of two coded blocks cell overlap, as shown in 
Figure 1 (b) shows, this time while still ICI interference can be eliminated, but must use a relatively 
complex "3-user detection" method. In the first three cases, interference in a residential block of code 
corresponding to the interference area only incomplete coding of a block, as shown in Figure 1 (c) shows, 
this time due to the interference signal can not be properly decoded, can not use ICI eliminated. 
     To sum up, only to meet the Figure 1 (a) of the resource block allocation of the case, in order to 
support the low-complexity ICI eliminated. How can we ensure this? Based on two scenarios to consider 
this question: there is no inter-cell signaling support and support for inter-cell signaling. If you have the 
support of inter-cell signaling, neighboring cells can be by mutual agreement determine a same resource 
block allocation scheme. However, this consultation can be quite complex and often difficult to achieve 
between the base station direct signaling interaction, even if achieved, would greatly increase the system 
processing delay and complexity. Therefore, there is no need to consider how inter-cell signaling in the 
case of support to meet the Figure 1 (a) the requirements. 
Clearly, to meet the requirements of the resource block allocation can only be based on some 
predefined way. The simplest way to pre-defined allocation of two communities that have adopted the 
fixed-size blocks of spectrum resources division, shown in Figure 2. First need to define a "resource block 
interference cancellation (ICRB)", ICRB block contains a number of basic resources, the size of the load 
according to the size of a typical business to determine. Each end to eliminate the use of ICI coding block 
occupies a ICRB, so any pair of overlapping frequency resources occupied by the terminal are necessarily 
satisfy Figure 1 (a) the allocation of resources. This resource allocation problem is the use of ICI to 
eliminate all the terminal can only assign a single bandwidth, even carefully selected ICRB size, can not 
adapt to a variety of business needs. 
First of all here present a new method of resource allocation, so that those who take up more 
bandwidth than ICRB terminal can be used ICI cancellation. For those who need the bandwidth is less 
than ICRB end, although not using ICI cancellation, but you can still use other ICI suppression techniques, 
such as interference randomization, interference coordination. 
The new code block segmentation method is based on the principle shown in Figure 3. Take up more 
bandwidth for the terminal, the terminal data can be divided into several independent coding blocks were 
coded, each code block just take a ICRB. Resources occupied by a terminal can be assigned to adjacent 
ICRB (shown in Figure 3 A plot of the terminal 3), can also be assigned to dispersed ICRB. Should be 
properly selected ICRB size, if ICRB size is too large, only a small part of the terminal can be used ICI 
cancellation. If ICRB size is too small, then the code block may be due to too short, resulting in channel 
coding gain significant losses. 
Figure 3 shows the use of the resources division, different bandwidth occupied by a number of users 
are the same size ICRB, and ICI elimination within each ICRB respectively, so Figure 1 (a) the allocation 
of resources to meet the requirements always of. This technology can be applied to eliminate ICI different 
bandwidths (as long as more than ICRB) business. 
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In the same ICRB based on the interference and the interference cell area in the same frequency 
resources can be encoded using different modulation and coding rate. Of course, if these parameters are 
the same, ICI cancellation algorithm can be simplified. 
4.2 Inter-cell synchronization 
Required to eliminate interference ICI for OFDM sub-frame and the interference of the OFDM sub-
frame are aligned to the same period of the interference and the interference signal demodulation and 
decoding. Therefore, ICI cancellation can only be synchronized with each other between the base station 
systems. In addition, even if the base station transmitter clocks are synchronized, due to the adjacent base 
stations from different distances to reach the terminal, the terminal receives the downlink from the base 
station signals there is still some time between the deviation. But this "sync" caused by "self-interference" 
is relatively small in terms of ICI, will only lead to a weak additional effect. 
4.3 Channel Estimation and Pilot Design 
In order to detect interference with cell signaling, cell terminals in addition to the channel estimation, 
but also on the interference plot for channel estimation. This channel is estimated that in ICI 
environments, and therefore require special pilot design. In other words, between the needs of 
neighboring cells using orthogonal or semi-orthogonal pilot to make the correlation between the pilot as 
small as possible. 
    Another key issue is the need to know the interference is interference with cell pilot cell structure. In 
OFDM system, the adjacent cell pilot in the same time / frequency position of insertion can also be in a 
different time / frequency location of insertion. The former case, the orthogonality of the pilot 
implementation in the code domain, the adjacent cell pilot that can be multiplied by different orthogonal 
codes. The latter case, the orthogonality of the pilot in the frequency domain or time domain realization 
that the adjacent cell in the frequency domain pilot time domain is staggered or placed. But in both cases, 
each cell using the pilot or pilot orthogonal code time / frequency domain are pre-defined location, as 
long as the disturbed area to identify the cell interference cell ID, you can know the plot of the 
conductivity frequency information. 
5\ ICI and ICI cancellation technology, combined with coordinated 
    ICI cancellation technology can significantly improve cell edge performance, and to achieve 
frequency reuse factor of 1, but the frequency resource block allocation subject to certain restrictions, in 
particular, the bandwidth is difficult to apply to smaller businesses (eg, VoIP). On the other hand, ICI 
coordination technology, while the bandwidth can be applied to a variety of business, but in the cell edge 
can provide peak data rates and system capacity is limited, when two adjacent cells at their junction have 
a high demand for spectrum when it can not be coordinated, can not achieve true frequency reuse factor 
of 1. This article presents a here two kinds of ICI suppression combined hybrid approach enables the 
advantages of the two technologies complement each other, to avoid their defects, ICI inhibited the 
formation of an optimized solution. 
     Principle of the hybrid method shown in Figure 4. First, in the center of each cell, as transmit / 
receive power smaller, does not produce a strong ICI, the frequency of all the system resources can be 
assigned arbitrarily. In the cell edge, the system will need all of the available frequency resources are 
divided into two parts: ICI and ICI coordination to eliminate frequency bands. Eliminate the ICI band, the 
district is still free to use all of the frequency resources (ie, frequency reuse factor of 1), but all users 
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within the frequency band allocation of resources must be provided in accordance with § 4.1 in two ways. 
ICI coordination in the band, the district only in accordance with a certain frequency reuse factor (equal 
to 3 in Figure 4) the use of part of the frequency resources. 
     In using this hybrid approach, the system bandwidth requirements can be large (greater than ICRB) 
user arrangement to eliminate band in ICI (white points in Figure 4 below), and the manner provided in 
accordance with § 4.1 to assign them resource block. The bandwidth demands of other smaller (less than 
ICRB) arranged in the user coordinate ICI band, frequency reuse in accordance with predetermined way 
to allocate resources to them. Such as large bandwidth, the user can reuse the same frequency resources, 
the system spectrum efficiency can be maximized, while reducing the interference of coordination 
"burden" so that more bandwidth can be effectively small "coordination." 
In addition, when the bandwidth needs of the cell edge is small, ICI eliminate the band of frequency 
resources can be used community center users. ICI and ICI coordination to eliminate frequency bands can 
also be based on the size of the actual deployment of the region to adjust. If the large bandwidth users 
more, you can eliminate the ICI larger proportion of bands, extreme cases can be in all the frequency 
resources are used to eliminate ICI. If the small bandwidth users more. ICI can be coordinated so that a 
larger proportion of bands, extreme cases can be in all the frequency resources are used ICI coordination. 
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